
No one-trip packaging

Zero plastic waste

No packaging to dispose of

2 minutes labour saving per pallet

Up to 50% vehicle savings

Maximum stability

Lockable for security

Pallets secured immediately at end of line

Faster operations

No knives, banding or trip hazards

Waterproof

UK, Euro, Half Euro and US sizes

100% Recyclable 

The waste-free method of securing a 
pallet load without disposable packaging

A robust injection moulded 
plastic lid with tensionable 
straps that secures loads 
to wood/plastic pallets.
Reusable daily for more 
than five years.

Loadhog Lid

LoadhogLid



The Loadhog Lid is the multi-award 
winning way of eliminating the need 
for single use plastic packaging 
in your supply chain.
Once the load is built, the lid is positioned on top, the 
straps are drawn out of the lid and located under the 
pallet by robust hooks. The load is then secured in less 
than 17 seconds by tensioning simple in-built ratchet 
mechanisms.
 

This negates the need for any movement to a separate 
securing area, eliminates all disposable material costs 
and machinery to apply stretch wrap/banding and 2 
minutes of labour every time the lid is used.
 
In transit, the lids allow secure double stacking, offer 
complete stability from pallet collapse and ensure 
tamper-proof delivery of goods.

On arrival, the lids can be removed with 'one click' – no 
waste to dispose of, no knives, no hassle. They can then 
be re-used or stacked for easy storage.

Loadhog Ltd
 
Loadhog is a multi-award winning manufacturing 
company based in Sheffield, UK. An employee owned 
organisation, genuine innovation and new product 
development lies at the heart of our business.

Our aim is to solve every day problems within logistics 
and supply chain operations – reducing transport 
requirements, eliminating packaging waste and making 
life easier for those using our products.

For more information please call or email us.

Head Office
The Hog Works 
Hawke Street 
Sheffield 
United Kingdom 
S9 2LN

Telephone
+44 (0) 114 2800 800
Fax
+44 (0) 114 2800 801
Email
info@loadhoglids.com
Website
www.loadhoglids.com

LoadhogLid


